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Company Profile 
In the fall of 2009 Schoology’s founders teamed up to form a business around an idea that has evolved 
into one of the most respected and fastest growing EdTech companies in the industry. Their mission: 
To build a learning platform that overcomes the shortfalls of conventional Course and Learning 
Management Systems (CMS/LMS) and create the foundation for a digital learning ecosystem. As users 
of conventional CMS/LMS platforms Schoology’s cofounders found the experience to be both 
frustrating and unfulfilling.  They saw great potential for online learning yet the systems offered 
were cumbersome, confusing and inefficient.  There the vision was born:  Today, with almost 7 
million users and 675 global enterprise customers, Schoology is quickly becoming a leader in the 
online and blended learning industry. 
 
Historically, LMSs have been differentiated 
through the course management tools they 
offer and the proprietary features and 
functions within the platform; and while this 
is still true today we at Schoology Higher 
Education believe that it is time to change the 
conversation from course and learning 
management to a focus on creating a Digital 
Learning Ecosystem, powered by a state-of-
the-art Instructional Operating System. The 
advantages are many, and significant.  The 
Schoology Higher Education learning platform 
allows colleges, districts and systems to come 
together in a strategic manner to leverage 
more modern and efficient technologies and 
in doing so provide all the features and 
functions expected in a modern LMS while 
also providing a vast pool of resources and 
collaborative tools available through both native 
functionality and an ecosystem of integrated tools and technologies.  It is this focus on interoperability, 
collaborative tools and a delightful user-experience that separates the Schoology platform from 
conventional, legacy CMS/LMS platforms.   
 
Our cloud-based, SaaS solution is flexible, scalable and highly extensible.  The Schoology Higher 

Education platform is the epicenter of interoperability and the 
foundation for instructional integration.  It overcomes the challenges 
that conventional LMSs have integrating new features and technologies 
by behaving more like your computer’s operating system rather than an 
array of disparate software applications and tools struggling to coexist.  

And, the Schoology platform is as equally focused on usability (UI/UX) as it is interoperability and goes 
beyond what is typically expected in a LMS by incorporating robust community, communication, and 
collaboration tools throughout the system.  The results have been profound.  The product has become 

 
Schoology Digital Learning Ecosystem 

 



a game changer and new paradigm for online learning.  As the 2014 SIIA CODiE award winner for Top 
Overall Education Solution our platform is becoming the choice for global institutional efforts to support 
a digital learning culture on college campuses.  We have moved the conversation form course and 
learning management to an institutional, enterprise-wide conversation about efficiency, efficacy and 
student success. 
 
The Evolution of an Industry: From Course Management to a Digital Learning Ecosystem 
The course-centric systems built over the last 15 years--and their modern day iterations--place a high 
priority on breadth of features and functions, but often at the expense of usability and a satisfying user 
experience (UI/UX). In an effort to stay competitive, LMS vendors have often cobbled together 
disparate technologies and this “bolt on” strategy has led to a marketplace of learning platforms that 
make lofty claims of functionality but ultimately fall short because student and faculty users find them 
unmanageable and lack intuitiveness.   
 
“…The LMS we use at my school is a very poor tool indeed 
for student-centered learning. It hammers away at my 
students, without promoting the kind of self-directed, 
autonomous, interconnected learning that I think is of 
greatest value.”  
 

Inside Higher Education, April 28, 2011 

“Most of the existing LMS’s are built under a model that a 
class is the center of learning… I would like to argue that this 
structure is actually preventing cross disciplinary learning…”  
 
 

 
Educause, CIO Constituent Group, Sept 2011 

 
The Schoology approach introduces a new paradigm where interoperability and the user experience 
(UI/UX) are equally as important as a robust feature set.  By introducing a more cohesive and 
extensible approach to learning management we are serving as a catalyst for the evolution of an 
industry.  The Instructional Operating System model is leading the way through innovation and setting 
the standard for next generation learning systems. 
 

 
 



As the industry evolves, traditional decision making models once used to identify best of breed 
CMS/LMS platforms are now giving way to more modern, expansive and complete matrices that 
account for robust features/functions and also takes into consideration more sophisticated and 
expansive toolsets, such as: interoperability, communication, collaboration, analytics, and mobile while 
placing additional emphasis on the user experience and the impact of the system on a campus-wide 
engagement strategy.   
 
Traditional CMS/LMS Decision Matrix 
 

 
 
Modern Decision Matrix 

 
 



By delivering a platform that offers superior usability, interoperability, and functionality Schoology’s 
digital learning ecosystem model firmly place itself in a “Leaders” position and future-proofs your 
system for the campus’ long-term teaching and learning needs. 
 
Schoology, firmly positioned in the Leaders’ quadrant: 
 

ü Award winning UI/UX with a focus on usability and utility 

ü App Center, Open API, LTI, QTI, Common Cartridge, and Scorm compliant 

ü Robust analytics and student mastery reporting 

ü Pervasive, fully integrated learning object repository 

ü Communities, collaboration and communication tools to support a campus-wide engagement 
strategy 

ü Student-focused vs course-focused provides a more holistic view of student engagement & 
success 

ü Industry’s most robust mobile apps 

 

Schoology: Usability & Utility, Key Ingredients to a 21st Century Learning Environment 
In addition to providing the foundation for a digital learning ecosystem the Schoology Higher Education 
learning platform differentiates itself by providing great utility (features & functions), but not at the 
expense of usability.  We understand that not all students follow the same path to knowledge and 
insight.  Individualized and personalized learning will be hallmarks of learning in the future, and 
Schoology is ready for that challenge today. To provide such a learning environment a system must 
provide easy access to content in a highly intuitive environment.  Most importantly, for a learning 
platform to have a positive impact the system must be easy to use and provide a pleasant user 
experience, otherwise people leave (Nielsen 2012).  “Leaving” in the context of today’s college student 
means lower persistence rates, poor retention and lost hopes and dreams.  Most legacy, or 
conventional LMSs, offer a relatively high level of utility, however research and end-user feedback has 
consistently identified that the usability of these products to be quite poor (Peterson 2013).  When this 
happens, student success is impacted, and engagement suffers.  The Schoology platform incorporates 
modern design principles and standards to ensure an engaging and fulfilling user experience.  In fact, 
studies designed to measure software application UI/UX satisfaction consistently demonstrate that the 
Schoology platform outperforms other learning systems.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Usability Heuristics: Conventional LMS vs Schoology Higher Education 
 

 
 
10	  Usability	  Heuristics	  for	  User	  Interface	  Design,	  Jakob	  Nielsen,	  1995	  (revised	  2013)	  

Schoology: Delivering a Campus-Wide Engagement Strategy 
Today’s college students are faced with many challenges and obstacles, from family responsibilities, to 
working part-time or full-time while attending school, as well as commitments to athletics and co-
curricular activities. Undoubtedly, for many, staying focused, connected and engaged can be a 
challenge.  Additionally, students live in a world defined by technologies such as texting and social 
media. The educational process for 21st century learners must align with this lifestyle, meeting (and 
exceeding) these new expectations and seizing the opportunity they represent.  The Schoology Higher 
Education platform is a paradigm shift in learning management.  Schoology takes a fresh, new and 
bold approach to online learning.  Our system is user-centric and the result of this is profound: 
students actually like and want to use Schoology (engagement) and faculty members embrace it 
(enthusiastic adoption).  

 



While other LMSs struggle to retrofit their platforms for today’s digital world, Schoology is already 
there.  Built in the cloud with robust, award winning mobile apps that allow students, faculty and 
administrators access to the platform 24x7, Schoology Higher Education meets the needs of today’s on-
the-go learner while supporting the institution’s and system’s needs as well.  Our platform provides 
faculty and administrators a holistic view of student performance and engagement and allows students 
to engage at all points in the academic and co-curricular continuum.  From 1st Year Programs to 
Academic and Student Affairs and beyond, Schoology Higher Education becomes the eHub for 
institution and system-wide communication, collaboration and engagement.  The benefits?  The 
elimination of silos, cost savings, consolidation of disparate systems and a campus community that is 
connected and collaborating in ways never thought possible. 
 
Schoology: Meeting the Needs of All Learners  
Higher education institutions have the unique challenge of meeting the needs of a large spectrum of 
students, from the 18 year olds coming right out of high school, to single parents and adults returning 
to school to learn a new skill.  Schoology’s modern, clean interface and underlying “instructional 
operating system” approach delivers a learning environment that is intuitive and easy-to-use.  By 
eliminating the learning curve associated with most LMSs, the Schoology platform can help students 
begin their academic career on a positive note and help mitigate the initial challenge many students 
encounter during the pivotal first few weeks of school.   Allowing students to become highly engaged 
and immersed in the online experience during this volatile period can positively impact persistence and 
retention.  
 
"We were impressed with the flexibility and intuitiveness of the Schoology platform, as well as its commitment to the user 
experience. Many of our members are full-time professionals who need quick and easy access to premium educational 
resources in an environment that meets their busy schedules, offering streamlined navigation and interactivity. Schoology's 
depth of capabilities, ease-of-use, and platform scalability was a perfect fit for ONS." 

Michele Galioto,  
RN, MSN, Oncology Nursing Society Director of Education 

 
In addition, the Schoology learning platform can play an even greater role than just the delivery of 
learning content.  From the moment a student is accepted into the college, for example, Schoology can 
be used to deliver important information that will immediately help create a bond and a positive, lasting 
impression with the institution.  Schoology provides the ability for the college to introduce incoming 
students to one another, find roommates, showcase groups, clubs and co-curricular activities as well as 
become the interactive and collaborative backbone for 1st Year Experience programs and 
communications.  And, the Schoology platform continues to engage students throughout their 
matriculated college life, and beyond, with its social engagement tools, ePortfolio, and Groups 
functionality. 
 
Schoology: Supporting Flexible Pedagogy 
In contrast to traditional Learning Management Systems that manage online and classroom-based 
learning, our user-centric model provides networked learning founded on social connections among 
learners, instructors and other members in a global context.  This environment affords learning that is 
socially-mediated and ultimately rewarding and engaging.  Building upon the massive resources of the 



Internet as well as 3rd party apps, an open API and an integrated platform, Schoology’s model supports 
an expansive view of learning with the opportunity for significant student choice and flexible pedagogy 
options for faculty, including: 
 
Engaging Learning 
The Schoology model supports both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation by engaging students in the 
learning process from the moment they login.  With Schoology, students have the freedom to select 
topics of personal interest, supporting their individual autonomy, which directly impacts their intrinsic 
motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2002). For example, a student who is passionate about the environment can 
share relevant postings about global warming for a geology class or with others around the world. In 
contrast to the course-centric approach where students must wait for faculty feedback on a course 
assignment, the Schoology model provides ongoing feedback from peers in a global setting. 
 

 
 
 
 



Socially-Mediated Learning 
As a networking environment, the Schoology model is inherently social and collaborative. The 
collaboration that is part of this learning experience incorporates peer reflection -‐ e.g., liking each 
other’s discussion posts and reflecting upon them. These contributions are socially mediated, leading to 
knowledge that is co-‐constructed by and among a broad base of students (Greenhow, 2011). 

 
Integrated and Student-Driven Learning 
Because it is an integrated learning environment that has the ability to extend beyond the course or 
campus, learning within the Schoology model provides choices for students to extend their learning 
possibilities beyond the course learning 
objectives. In a particular chemistry 
course, for example, if a student wants 
to get more in-‐depth on the topic of 
genetic codes, she can focus her 
postings on that topic or use Resources 
& Apps to engage 3rd party content such 
as Khan Academy, publisher content 
(e.g., McGraw Hill, Pearson, Cengage, 
etc.) or other learning artifacts directly 
from within the Schoology Higher 
Education platform. Colleges, districts or 
global education communities (e.g., 
consortiums) can collaborate to create 

“Schoology’s interface feels fresh, 
modern, and familiar.  Designed form 
the ground up as a social platform, its 
superior communication and 
collaboration tools immediately engage 
my students and enable them to 
connect in class and on the go.  Plus, 
accessing our class site using 
Schoology’s mobile apps couldn’t be 
easier.” 
 
Michael Todd Edwards 
Associate Professor of Mathematics Education 
Miami University 



learning libraries that can be used to enhance student understanding and inspire self-directed learning. 
As part of an informal learning process, students contribute to the course knowledge and expand 
learning outcomes beyond the initial more formal course objectives. 
 
Expansive Learning  
With Schoology, faculty can take on the role of curator, guide and director pointing students in the 
direction of valuable learning resources beyond what the lecture and textbook can offer.  With 
Schoology, students have the entire Internet and its huge multimedia resources at their disposal to 
complement learning resources typically available to them. In the digital learning ecosystem model, 
accessing those resources and sharing with peers is just a click away with endless possibilities. When 
there is confusion on a course concept such as the definition of elasticity in an Economics course, for 
example, students can provide an explanatory post (e.g., discussion post, animations, video) from a 
variety of perspectives to further explain concepts to each other in the course. In the Schoology 
student-centric model the faculty member is no longer the only provider of resources and knowledge. 
Instead, each student can play the role of instructor, coach and advisor providing peer reflection and 
review that fosters increased engagement and better learning outcomes and touches on higher levels 
of learning taxonomies (Deci & Ryan 2002).  
 
Intercultural Learning 
Students and faculty from all over the world can connect and collaborate using Schoology, adding a 
global dimension to the overall experience. This is in contrast to the course-centric model where 

classmates are limited to the registered members of a 
course. In Schoology, instructors can optionally connect 
their courses with other courses and groups within the 
campus, system, or even with other non-system courses 
and groups from around the world to increase learner 
perspectives and cultural competencies. Overall, the goal 

of the Schoology approach to learning is not to perpetuate a closed learning environment that mirrors 
the traditional model of education. In our user-centric model, learners are encouraged not only to take 
responsibility for their own learning but also to contribute to the learning of their peers in a way that is 
authentic in the context of their interests, needs, and social perspectives. The goal of the Schoology 
model is to help “change the way the world learns” from the past, passive and isolated experiences, to 
a globally relevant mode of rewarding collaboration. 

 

 Schoology Empowered Collaboration 

A professor in St. Louis joined up with a 
colleague, a Missouri school, and a village in 
Kenya to teach the practice of sustainable living. 



Rewarding Learning 
With incentives such as Badges, learners realize extrinsic rewards for behaviors such as quality posting, 
reflecting, and contributing to the course dialogue.  Reward systems such as these provide incentives 
to students and recognition for their participation, serving as positive reinforcements for learning 
(Kapp, 2012). 
 
 
Schoology Higher Education Feature Highlights 
 
Advisor/Advisee Tools 
Providing robust insight, alerts and advising tools allows faculty, advisors, tutors and members of 
campus Academic Achievement Centers the insight needed to help students succeed and flourish.  
Schoology’s Advisor/Advisee feature provides a complete view into the student’s academic and co-
curricular life, including: courses, grades, analytics (e.g., course engagement, mastery, etc.) 
assignments, attendance, groups, upcoming events, due dates, calendar, and more for both the 
current semester and past semesters as well.   
 

 
 
Schoology: A System Designed for Evidence-based, Outcomes-Focused Learning  
With robust analytics and the ability to create and define Student Mastery settings, as well as align 
content to learning outcomes, the Schoology Higher Education learning platform is the perfect tool to 
support evidence-based, outcomes-focused learning.  Student Mastery Reporting allows instructors and 



administrators to view student achievement on any standard or learning objective that has been 
aligned to Assignments, Test/Quiz Questions, or Discussions within a course. This area contains 
multiple views that allows faculty to evaluate how students are learning and pinpoint students that may 
need additional attention.  Student Mastery Reporting can be customized to accommodate most any 
standards-based grading model you choose. In addition, faculty and administrators will be able to view 
student achievement in a number of different ways. These "views" provide context and a more 
complete picture of student understanding.   

 
Schoology Learning Object Repository (Resources)  
Resources, also known as a learning object repository, are more than just a parking garage for 
information in the Schoology Higher Education platform. Resources become the eHub of learning assets 
for individuals, groups, departments or the system at large.  And, Resources play an important role in 
the development and ongoing evolution of your curriculum.   With just one click, learning objects, 
exercises, modules, quizzes/tests or entire courses can be shared (and/or updated) with colleagues 
across campus, or across the system. And, once the semester ends, all courses are automatically 
archived (yet, stay “live” if needed at a later point) within the platform and easily accessible for audits, 
grade changes, or accreditation reviews.  Lastly, unlike most LMSs that charge for storage—a penalty 
for adoption-—with Schoology there is no additional fee for content storage, so all of your assets can 
be live, available and accessible at anytime.  This feature is significant as students, faculty and 
departments can now have access to a central repository of assets (e.g., portfolio items, video, photos, 
research papers, accreditation documents and artifacts, etc.) which can be accessed anywhere, 
anytime from the web or a mobile device.  The implications are significant and far reaching; no longer 
are course, departmental, institutional or system collaboration needs a challenge.  With Schoology all 
your assets are available, as needed.  And, with Schoology’s easy to implement and robust roles and 
permissions setting, keeping your assets secure is a breeze.   



And, Schoology’s highly integrated instructional operating system approach allows for seamless access 
to all your content wherever you keep it.  Whether you use Google Drive, Microsoft One Drive, 
Dropbox, Evernote or other productivity tools, Schoology makes accessing, sharing, and collaborating 
simple. 

 
 
Mobile Apps 
Schoology was conceived and developed as a cloud-based, SaaS solution with a focus on mobility.  
Unlike most LMS providers, mobile was not an afterthought for Schoology.  Our native mobile apps 
extend our award-winning platform in a way that provides freedom and flexibility for today’s on-the-go 
students and faculty members. Instructors can instantly create updates and messages, organize 
events, and keep everyone in the loop with Schoology's intuitive interface on their mobile devices.   
With the ability to create assignments and discussions, answer questions, and view, grade, and return 
student submissions, instructors can enjoy the freedom of mobility without losing ground on their 
responsibilities.  And, students can view and submit assignments, collaborate with their peers, and get 
one-on-one tutoring on their mobile devices to extend the value of the Schoology platform anytime, 
anywhere. 



 

 
 

 
 
 
Additional Features & Functions include: 
 

Personalized Homepage 
Schoology aggregates all your academic information in one easy-to-use, familiar interface 
 

Flexible Instructional Tools 
Students learn differently—that’s why effective instruction requires a flexible solution. Schoology empowers faculty with the tools to easily 
differentiate instruction, pace students individually, and implement group-based learning 
 

Aggregated Calendars  
Staying on top of every event at your college is tough enough without adding multiple calendar interfaces to the mix. Schoology aggregates 
all of your institution’s calendars, in addition to your course and personal ones, into a single interface to simplify and centralize your 
organizational efforts.  Schoology’s calendars are color-coded, provide automatic updating, and provide drag and drop functionality to 
schedule and reschedule events.  Calendars can synchronize with other web-based calendars such as Microsoft Outlook or Google Calendar. 
 

Workload Planning 
With the ability to view all of the work assigned to a particular student from every course and even set color-coded workload thresholds, you 
can ensure your students are never overloaded at any given time. 
 

Announcements 
Faculty and administrators can easily send announcements and campus-wide alerts to individual students, groups, course sections, campuses 
or system wide. 
 

Polling 
Quick and easy polling tool allows faculty or administrators to poll groups, courses, campuses or the system wide. 
 

Discussions 
Easily create graded or ungraded threaded discussions for groups and courses and even filter by user. 
 

Audio/Video Recording   
Schoology allows you to easily record audio and video directly from your computer, and then use the media within discussions, assignments, 
quizzes or any other area, including student quiz and exam responses! 



 

Web Conferencing 
Integrated web conferencing that includes tools for synchronous learning sessions, chat, white board, as well as ability to view recorded 
sessions (additional fee may apply). 
 

Secure & Configurable Messaging/Email 
In addition to basic messaging, Schoology’s enhanced communication provides extensive options for different message types. From system-
wide announcements to personalized messaging that corresponds to configurable roles and permissions, Schoology provides a safe and 
effective alternative to email.  
 

Standards and Outcomes Alignments 
Schoology enables faculty and curriculum specialists to easily align content, assessments, and rubrics to common standards or custom 
learning outcomes. Standards, or outcomes aligned test and quiz questions can also be archived for quick and efficient assessment creation. 
 

Application Marketplace 
Schoology’s App Center provides educators with access to high-quality instructional and management applications that are seamlessly 
integrated into the platform. 
 

User Connections (Professional Networks) 
Staying connected locally and building connections globally helps improve education in a collaborative effort. Schoology lets you collaborate 
and share instructional resources with other faculty at your institution, and around the world. 
 

Enterprise Management Tools 
Large-scale management is a tough job, especially when your technologies are complicated, disparate, and scattered. Schoology helps 
streamline large-scale management with customizable webpages, enhanced communication, seamless third-party software integration, API 
access, and a simple, highly intuitive and configurable interface.  Schoology gives you the access necessary to create, import, and export 
users, your faculty’s courses and student enrollments. You can set custom roles and permissions, and easily manage large groups of people. 
 

SIS Integration Platform 
Using advanced integration capabilities, such as a next-generation API, Schoology can integrate your SIS (and other critical technologies) 
directly into the platform. The result is one seamless network where data transfers automatically to save you time and make your institution 
more effective.  In addition, Schoology’s has a rapidly growing list of strategic partnerships with SIS/ERP vendors (including Ellucian: Banner, 
Colleague, PowerCampus; Blackbaud, CampusVue, etc.) that helps to makes integration your enterprise platforms quick and simple. 
 

Advanced Content Types 
Schoology supports a wide variety of content formats including LTI-compliant content, QTI, Common Cartridge and SCORM packages (SCORM 
2004 and higher). This way you can easily integrate new and existing content created in-house or by a growing list of technology vendors and 
publishers. 
 

Personalized Notification Settings 
We all have preferred ways of being communicated with. Schoology allows individual students, faculty and administrators to choose how they 
receive messages, alerts and notifications.  Schoology provides the most complete and advanced notification’s settings in the industry, 
including the ability to forward communications to email and/or text and even choose which academic, group, school and personal 
communications get delivered, and how. 
 

Accessibility 
Schoology adheres to Section 508 accessibility standards as well as guidelines set by WCAG as documented in our Voluntary product 
Accessibility Template (VPAT). 
 

Chat 
Synchronous chat available through our integrated BackChannel Chat tool. 
 

Discussions 
Threaded discussion for courses, groups which can be graded 
 



 
Blogs 
Create and subscribe to blogs and share within your campus or across the globe. 
 

Gradebook 
Our Gradebook is equipped with sorting features that allows faculty to change its layout as well as filter by grading period and categories —
such as Homework, Test, and Extra Credit.  In addition the Schoology gradebook has an option to let faculty sort the grade columns by due 
date or date created.  In addition, faculty can create assignments, tests, and discussions quickly and efficiently right from the gradebook, if 
desired. 
 

Migration Tools 
Worried about bringing over courses and course materials from other system like Blackboard, Moodle or standards-based content like Scorm, 
or Common Cartridge?  Not a problem with Schoology!  We have automated import tools to bring content over in bulk as well as individual 
faculty tools available to move their content over as they wish. 
 

Internationalization 
Supports English, French, Japanese, Malay and Spanish. 
 

SSO and Authentication 
Supports Sign On (SSO) integration with LDAP, Active Directory, CAS, SAML, Shibboleth, Google Apps for Education and Remote 
Authentication to allow authentication via your institutions website or portal.  
 

Learning Outcomes 
Learning outcomes can be aligned to rubrics for institution-wide initiatives such as academic standards and accreditation (also, see Mastery) 
 

Rubrics 
You can create a custom rubric for each assignment or graded discussion, or save rubrics in the Grade Setup area of the course for later use. 
 

Social Media Integrations 
You can connect your Schoology account to Twitter and Facebook and once connected users can share posts, updates and blogs to their 
Facebook and Twitter accounts with the click of a button. 
 

ePortfolios (coming soon!) 
Students can collect and document their educational projects, submissions, experiences, and other work products. And, users can keep 
ePortfolios private or share with other students, instructors, and/or future employers. 
 
In Conclusion… 
 
Schoology Higher Education: Faculty-Driven With Almost Unlimited Choice 
We understand that there are many approaches to teaching and learning, and the Schoology approach 
is to allow faculty the choice to makes decisions that work best for them and their students.  With the 
ability to turn on/off more than 100 features and functions via permissions, administrators and faculty 
can choose the features and tools that work best for themselves and their students. Schoology is a 
technology that allows faculty to adopt features and functions at their own pace, disabling features that 
aren’t of interest and enabling those that are.  For the more traditional faculty member that prefers to, 
perhaps, post just a syllabus and a few articles for their students, that’s easy to accomplish with 
Schoology.  However, for the more ambitious faculty member who wants to engage the system’s 
robust features, functions and integrated apps in a global, multi-cultural context that ability exists as 
well, or anywhere in between.  By offering a flexible, extensible and highly intuitive platform Schoology 
“future-proofs” your institution for the long-term educational needs of your constituents. 



 
Schoology: Transition Made Easy  
One of the concerns that typically accompanies transitioning to a new learning platform is the potential 
burden on faculty.  With Schoology, we have gone to great lengths to help our customers make the 
transition smoothly and without unnecessary difficulty.  With robust native content migration tools that 
allow for the porting of courses, course content and other legacy data the transition to Schoology is 
simple and easy.  Individual colleges or systems can move data at a centralized level using our system 
level import tools or allow for faculty to move course content from a legacy LMS themselves using 
Schoology’s course level import tool. 

 
System Architecture  
Schoology’s state-of-the-art native cloud architecture frees your staff from the day-to-day maintenance 
headaches associated with on-premise, self-hosted, or vendor hosted solutions.  Schoology includes 
Web 2.0 tools and services, an open RESTful API, automated provisioning, robust scalability, fully 
redundant resources, minimal site administration, and is highly extensible, reliable and available. 
 
Schoology:  All the Right Ingredients With the Perfect Recipe for Greater LMS Adoption 
The ingredients for building a state-of-the-art LMS includes gathering the best features and functions, 
but at Schoology we’ve paid particular attention to how the ingredients are organized, integrated and 
presented.  A LMS is only effective if it gets used.  Students and administrators benefit when faculty 
enthusiastically adopt the learning platform and it becomes an integral part of the institution’s digital 
learning culture.  Key to enthusiastic adoption is providing a system that is focused on the needs of 
both faculty and students, and delivers an experience that is engaging and user-centric.  At Schoology 
we’ve been able to break down the walls created by conventional course-centric systems and in doing 
so deliver a user experience that is highly engaging, satisfying and defining the future of online 
learning.  CIOs report that 85% of faculty view technology as a critical resource, yet only 45% report 
that instructional technology investments are effective.  As the focus moves away from on-premise, 
course-centric systems to a more modern Digital Learning Ecosystem model like Schoology’s, new 
possibilities arise: more engaged students; improved persistence and graduation rates; happier faculty; 
and IT and instructional technology resources that move from break-fix and maintenance mode to 
strategic learning consultants.  With Schoology the future is now. 
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